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Munitz makes lobbying for money top priority
By Crista E. Hardie
Daily staff writer

"Massive lobbying" for more
funding is a major priority for the
coming year, Calidfornia State
University Chancellor Barry Muniu
said Friday.
Munitz was on campus last week
to meet with faculty, staff and students to get a general feel for what
is happening on campus, and to discuss the budget situation.
"We are in a very serious dilemma this fall," Munitz said, "because
we basically have hit the point
where there is a fundamental mis-

we can’t afford to lose another bond
issue," he said.
Temporary relief for the CSU
system may soon materialize if SB
976 passes.
The Senate bill proposes to distribute to several areas of state-funded education $180 million from an
out-of-court settlement with four oil
companies.
If SB 976 passes, CSU stands to
receive $43 million. Munitz said he
has written a letter to Gov. Wilson,
stating CSU’s support of the bill.
"I welcome any support," said
Munitz "and if 976 passes and is
signed, it will obviously help in the

match between the assignment we
have from the state in the master
plan, and the resources we have to
carry out that assignment."
The place to start, Munitz. said, is
making sure all constituencies are
together.
"It doesn’t help anyone if the students, the faculty union and the
board are all wandering around
Sacramento and arguing with each
other," Munitz said.
"We have to be sure ... that our
priorities and programs are clearly
stated, and that we’re organized
carefully to explain, not just to
Sacramento, but to the public, that

Party fight filed
as a hate crime

spring, but it’s not the long term
solution ... I don’t need one-time
money, I need a fundamental change
in the institution’s budget."
Munitz said that more than half
of the 20 CSU campuses have
already closed their spring registration entirely to new students.
"It’s a serious problem for the
students," he said.
"To make the budget meet this
year we had to remove 864 non-faculty positions from the system," he
said.
Those are almost all support
positions, such as counselors, advisers, library staff, laboratory staff and

people who generally make We better for students.
Munitz said that as many as
4,000 class sections that would normally have been scheduled were cut,
and that the CSU was unable to hire
more than 1,000 part-time faculty
that could have taught those sections.
"All of those ... have been very
serious blows to both the access to,
and the quality of education,"
Munitz said.
"We can’t absorb that kind of cutback again without just stepping
back and saying, ’We have to
change the mission,’ which is some-

thing, obviously, we don’t want to
do," he said.
Muniu said he plans to go back
to the state in the spring with the
1991-92 budget request and argue
both for capital and operating
money that he said will strengthen
the quality and the access to the 20
CSU campuses and any new campuses down the road.
"Whether it’s an expanded center
at Fort Ord, or the Ventura campus,
or Stockton by Stanislaus and even
San Marcus being new," Munitz
said, "those arc second issues to first
being sure that our existing campuses are supported properly."

DEADLY GRACE

Sammies say altercation didn’t involve racism
By Deborah Kerr
Daily staff wnter

One of the many fraternity parties Friday spawned what was
reported as a racial hate crime in
University Police reports,
To each story there are two sides,
and to this story, both sides couldn’t
sound more different.
According to a UPD report, early
Saturday morning, UPD officers
responded to a call saying that 10 to
15 people were fighting on 8th
Street in front of the Sigma Alpha
Mu fraternity house.
In the police report, it said SJSU
student Loujuan Jones, 19, said he
was the victim of a racial crime,
which started with a racial epithet
shouted from a second story window of the Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity house,
Jones told UPD officers that he
responded with, "what’s your probkm?" and was jumped by 10 men
from the fraternity house.
According to the report. Jones,
who could not be reached for coin-

ment, was unharmed and said he did
not want to press any charges.
Police filed a battery and hate crime
report and sent Jones on his way.
The police report, which was
taken on statements made by Jones,
is quite different from the statement
released by kigma Alpha Mu
Monday in response to the report.
"It was approximately 2 a.m.
when Mr. Jones approached the
Sammy house requesting admittance
to an already concluded party," said
Roy Redo, president of Sigma
Alpha Mu, as he read from a written
statement.
"He was kindly asked to leave
the property but he refused and
began to shove one of our members.
The two were separated as a UPD
patrol car pulled up.
"The UPD officer wrote a report
and sent Mr. Jones home. The officer then stated that Mr. Jones had
been drinking and that the matter
was well in hand.
"Several Sigma Alpha Mu memhers witnessed the event and said no
such racial statement of any kind

was issued. We believe that we are
the most diverse fraternity on campus and to be accused of such a
remark is absurd."
According to UPD spokesman
Richard Staley, the matter will now
he referred to the vice president of
student affairs, "for whatever action
they deem is appropriate." An investigation is expected.
Scott Rice, member of the SJSU
human relations board, said he was
not informed about the incident, but
that he didn’t think it was any big
deal.
"Anytime you get a bunch of
people together drinking, there’s
bound to be problems," he said. "I
think it’s in some people’s interest to
represent this university as a center
of hatred, but I feel the less said
about it, the better.
"With around 30,000 students,
we’re bound to have some knot heads," Rice said.
"There’s not 30,000 perfect
human beings on the planet. To me,
I don’t think that one little incident
like this means very much."

SJSU joins area schools
looking for leadership
By Nicholas D. Smith
Daily staff wnter

The search for a new president
has dominated the news at SJSU
since university president Gail
Fullerton announced her retirement
May 3.
However, several other schools
have either recently found or are
looking for a new president, two of
which are in the California State

l’niversity system.
This at a time when the new
chancellor himself has been in office
only a few weeks.
Chancellor Barry Munitz was at
SJSU Thursday and Friday to determine what staff, faculty and students
want in a new president.
Cultural and ethnic differences
dominated the open forum on the
search, with each group vying for
Munitz to choose a president who

would be sensitive to its needs.
In addition to SJSU, Sonoma
State University’s David Benson
announced in September that he
would be stepping down from the
presidency. The search for a new
president is expected to take about a
year.
Hayward State University had a
new president, Norma Rees, take
over more than a year ago. Ellis

Donna !trammel

25 -year -old English major Thomas
Knapp and administration of justice

See OTHERS, Page 3

Light-rail, bus fare costs set to be raised in October
By Dareie I), Johnson
Daily staff wnter

Patrons of Santa Clara County
bus and light -rail systems will be
added to the list victims of the
recession. Sales tax revenues are
down, so riders will feel the
squeeze.
On Tuesday Oct. 1 the Santa
Clara County Transportation
Agency will increase bus and lightrail fares.
On July 30 the transit district
board of directors approved the the
fare hike, according to a SCCTA
news release.
All fares are being raised to

catch up with inflation. "There has
been no increase in many years,"
Lilt Smith, SCCTA spokeswoman,
said.
In addition to regular fares, this
will be the first time senior and disabled fares have been increased
since the transit district started in
1973, according to the news release.
They are being raised to compensate for new American With
Disabilities Act regulations regarding paratransit services.
Senior and disabled fares may be
increased again when the issue further analyzed, according to the
news release.
Currently II percent of bus and

light-rail operating costs are covered by rider fares.
Sales tax, regional and national
funds cover the remaining operating
costs.

Fare revenues will cover only 13
percent of operating and maintenance costs after the increase, Smith
said.
Regular service fares will
increase from 75 cents to $1 and
midday service will rise from 25
cents to 50 cents.
Fliers of the new fares are available on buses and light-rail trains.
Some students who use buses
and light-rail are not aware that a
fare increase is in the work.

Ann Vultasovich, a junior liberal
studies major, purchases a monthly
pass and said it will not have a big
impact on her.
"I have a semester pass so it is
not going to affect me until next
semester anyway," said Tom
Leggate, freshman biology major.
Semester passes will not be
offered after this fall, according to
Carla Boyd, clerical assistant in the
A.S. business office.
Rick Lum, a senior English
major, is aware of the increase. "I
don’t like it," he said.
"It will cost more for transportation, hut there’s nothing I can do
about IC’ he said.

III be
$2 Oct. 1
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While it looks like Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas is likely to be con
firmed by Congress, the United States Student
Association still wants answers.
Is he the "soundest person for the highest
court in the land?" is the question Tajel Shah,
USSA president, wants answered for the students of the United States.
Shah said he also wants to hear Thomas’
position on abortion, an issue Thomas refused
to answer questions about during the confirmation hearings.

In the past he has stated he does not
believe in women’s reproductive rights,
according to Shah.
As a result of what Shah call Thomas’ abivalence toward important issues, such as
abortion and natural law, the USSA is taking a
stand against Judge Thomas’ confirmation.
That stand stems from a resolution voted
on during the Student National Conference,
according to a USSA news release.
Organizations on SJSU’s campus have
mixed views about Thomas.
"If he is against abortion, we would want
him confirmed," Doug Zeit’, Students for
Life vice-president, said."SJSU Students for

t de are hopelul that Thoni:is’ confirmation
will lead to the overturn of Roe vs. Wade," he
said.
On the other hand, Lisa Alvin, director of
the Women’s Resource Center is not happy
about Judge Thomas’ pending confirmation.
"The WRC is pro-women and that does not
jibe with Judge Thomas’ (views)," Alvin said.
"It is scary for women that this man is
going to be a part of the Supreme Court," he
said.
The Alternative Lifestyles Political Action
Coalition, a gay -rights activism group at
SJSU, shares Alvin’s stand on Thomas.
Wiggsy Sivertsen, AMC faculty adviser,
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National student union comes out against nominee Thomas
By Darcie I), Johnson

Daily staff photographer

major Art Stern, 29, practice a few karate
steps in the Spartan Complex Monday.

urges the gay and lesbian community not to
support him. "I have serious concerns about
his ability to be sensitive to gay and lesbian
issues," she said.
The California State Students Association
is taking a hands-off approach to the confirmation dilemma and has not taken an official
position, according to Jeff Chang, legislative
director of CSSA.
The USSA urges students to write letters to
and call their congressmen. Shah said, to let
their views be known.
For the congressmen who are undecided
"grassroots tactics can be real helpful," Shah
said.

SPORTS
Golf aims to repeat:
Spartan women’s golf team
shoots for success of last
season. Page 4

WORLD NEWS
No peat C in the East:
Despite
treaty.
the
Yugoslays and Croatians
still battle. Page 5

NEWS
Crackdown on bogus
clinics: Pro-lifers ensnaring abortion patients in
phony clinics. Page 3
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Hammer and Souza in a
tug-of-war over Giants
San Jose and Santa
Clara trade insults
in competition for
baseball stadium
answer is a dump
The
or a sewer.
The contestants are San
Jose Mayor Susan Hammer
and Santa Clara Mayor Eddie Souza, and
the question is: where are the Giants
going to play ball?
An Agnes and his city have decided
that a China Basin stadium is not going
to happen in San Francisco, so Bob Lurie
and the Giants have two last hopes
San Jose and Santa Clara.
San Jose has found a nice area for a
stadium, but its neighbor would be a
sewage treatment plant. Although there
wouldn’t be any complaints about noise,
there is probably not an Airwick big
enough to keep the stench under control.
Santa Clara provided plans for a
stadium atop a dump. Unfortunately, the
people who live next door in the mobile
home park prefer their current neighbor
to a stadium, where too much traffic and
too much noise would accompany the
baseball team.
Mayors quarrel endlessly
The fight for the team has turned the
two mayors into the Bickersons. What
could turn into a good venture for either
city has now become a battle of verbal
digs at each other.
A "stinky suck," is what Souza called
Hammer’s proposed spot. Not only did

Hammer claim that surveys say the
stench won’t blow in that direction, but
said that nobody in San Jose listens to
Souza anyway. Good response, Susan
such witty repartee.
Along with slinging mud at the
opposing city’s mayor comes a race in
outbidding. Santa Clara took a big step in
deciding to spend big bucks for a
lobbyist; the very next day. Hammer
dropped the bomb on Santa Clara by
revealing her plans to spend almost 20
times Santa Clara’s lobbyist fees on
stadium consultants and attorneys.
South Bay merger suggested
It was suggested that both cities join
forces and pool their resources for a
"South Bay Giants" collaboration, but
Hammer said the idea never crossed her
mind. She wants her baseball team and
she doesn’t want to share. Not that a
hockey team isn’t enough; she wants to
be the queen of San Jose sports.
San Jose and Santa Clara are
neighbors and, like it says in the
neighbor handbook, they should work
together or at least be civil to each other.
Their history together has not been
exactly harmonious. The last stand-off
was over the bridge that was to cross the
Guadalupe river, when they couldn’t
agree on how to complete it.
Santa Clara had a shot at getting the
team last year but the city didn’t want the
imposition of extra taxes, so now it’s
only fair that San Jose has an equal
chance. However, having an equal
chance does not make temper tantrums
and name-calling acceptable.
It’s time to put the baseball bats down,
turn the rally caps around, and play ball.

SO ... WHAT’S YOUR
POINT?

Brooke Shelby Biggs

Leaving childhood behind
in search of the future

I

stepped out of the truck, my
lower back sit-weary from the
drive.
I filled my lungs with the
suburban air, ripe with the smells
of easy middle-American life.
Chimney smoke, new paint, cut grass,
snail bait, pool chlorine. My nose was
alive.
Ah, finally, I thought. Home for the
summer.
No more school, no more books, et
cetera, etcetera. Pure sloth awaited.
But the embrace I expected from this,
my family home in my hometown, was
not immediate and warm.
Inside, the history of my family
bulged from every wall. I squeezed
through the passageways into my room,
long since converted into a guest room.
The place was at first unfamiliar The
room was spotless, without any sign that
anyone had punctured its seal since I left
for school nine months earlier. But still, it
had the musty smell of a thousand days
spent.
My room was filled with a heavy air,
dense with memories.
The walls spoke loudest of all, laden
with weak physical fragments of the little
girl who once lived there. Awards from
school, photographs of family, posters of
heroes whose feet have since turned to
clay.
I looked harder. The bedspread was
worn thin where my head had so many
times been buried in weariness or
frustration. Stains there of tears expended
for forgotten reasons.
My closet tried to hide its treasures,
but betrayed them soon enough. There
were the remains of my glory days on
softball diamonds and soccer fields. Tiny

cleats, sweat-stained gloves, deflated
balls. Above, a shameless pile of trophies
most declaring "Participant."
It all gave me a peculiar feeling, a
slight but undeniable pressure just
beneath the sternum. I realized I no
longer knew the person who once lived
in this room. I felt like a trespasser.
I made small talk with my parents as I
moved my belongings back into my
room, but my mind was elsewhere.
I was thinking back to a moment in
my childhood. I had stored the memory
securely, because it was the only
evidence I had of the moment, and I was
sure I’d need to prove it had happened.
I was sitting on Mom’s bathroom
counter so my 5-year-old eyes wouldn’t
be even with her knees while I made this
important proposition.
"Can I live with you forever,
Mommy?" I asked earnestly.
"Of course, honey," she replied
sincerely.
A-ha! I knew my future was secure. I
pictured myself at 30, kicking back on
the couch, watching "Underdog" and the
"New Zoo Review," eating peanut butter
sandwiches (with the crusts cut off) and
dnnking chocolate milk from my plastic
Eve! Kenievel mug.
What I had failed to foresee was that I
might meet in myself a suddenly
independent adult while off expanding
my mind at college.
I left that grungy kid you know,the
one who wanted her Mommy to take care
of her for good back at the freeway
on-ramp on my way to the future.
Brooke Shelby Biggs Is the Daily
executive editor. Her column appears
every Tuesday.
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Anne Douquet

Don’t lower standards to meet quotas
ith politically correct
speech and actions at the
helm of growing social
consciousness, I find
myself at moral
crossroads. 1 am completely in favor of
political, academic and personal
sensitivity for all people, but acting out of
social correctness or obligation instead of
what is right should not be tolerated.
Every year, thousands of unqualified
students are admitted to American
universities on the basis of ethnic
representation. These same students are
enticed to enroll and stay in school with
cash grants and personalized recruiting. I
believe these forms of Affirmative Action
policies are unfair.
Fear of upseuing a minority should not
be a motivating factor in any academic
environment. Academic standards should
be rigid and constant for all, not wavered
because of unequal ethnic representation
in a University setting.
All students should be held to the same

entrance requirements regardless of their
cultural background. If these standards are
not upheld, universities will be guilty of
committing reverse discrimination
According to Dinesh D’Souza in his
book "Illiberal Education," he notes that
at University of California at Berkeley,
black and Hispanic student applicants are
up to twenty times (2,000 percent) more
likely to be accepted for admission than
Asian-American applicants who have the
same academic qualifications.
In our society, no matter how much we
try to deny it, there is still an incredible
amount of prejudice. We can only attempt
to erase some of this prejudice and
become a society more equal for all
people. However, relaxing entrance exams
and denying admission to students based
on race alone is not the solution to this
dilemma.
In another passage from "Illiberal
Education," D’Souza notes that at Ivy
League colleges, incoming freshman have
average Scholastic Aptitude Test scores of
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FORUM

Printing names punishes rape victims
hould both the accused and the
accuser be identified in criminal
cases?
In most cases, yes.
But there is one glaring
exception when it comes to the case of
rape.
When I read the name of the Florida
woman who accused a member of the
Kennedy family of raping her at the
family’s Palm Beach estate, I guarantee
you that my knowing her name did not
advance my understanding of what
happened one iota.
I did realize how misguided the media
can be about the realities of rape.
First, the Globe, a supermarket tabloid,
published both name and picture of the
woman who has accused William
Kennedy Smith of rape. NBC News
broadcasted her name and picture on TV.
The New York Times also felt it necessary

to print a tasteless profile on the woman,
including useless information on her past
behavior.
Why didn’t the Washington Post. or
many other reputable newspapers, find it
necessary also?
Because most papers have chosen to
abide self-imposed policies against
printing the names of rape victims. In
most cases, these policies have come from
the realization that sex crimes have
carried a certain stigma.
Rape is like no other crime. It is a
crime of power, but also one of sex. The
fact that rape is the most underreported
violent cnme underscores how we view it.
It is still a cnme in which a woman can
be made to feel at shame. Her life is put
under constant scrutiny and the question
of "I/id she deserve it?" is omnipresent.
Some feel that withholding the identity
of the accuser and naming the accused is
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1,250-1,300. Admission officials at these
schools admit to allowing black, Hispanic
and American Indian students with grade
point averages as low as 2.5 and SAT
scores in the 700-8(X) range.
These are just a few examples of
reverse discrimination in our universities
across the nation. Trends of loosening
standards can be detected more and more.
Although the number of students admitted
under relaxed standards may he small,
they still represent the overall admission
policies of these universities.
Equal ethnic representation should
never be an issue on university campuses.
Every student regardless of sex or
ethnicity should be subject to the same
iequirements. If we do not pursue these
standards, the traditions of academic
freedom and individual achievement that
we are striving for will be for nothing.

unfair and not in accordance to standard
justice. Yet, in normal circumstances,
neither the name of the woman nor the
accused would be printed until the
accused has been formally charged.
Family fame and wealth, however,
comes with a price, and in the Kennedy
case, anonymity is a pnvilegc the family
has never experienced.
Let’s take notice and learn from the
people who are speaking publicly. Their
courage should help awaken society to
deal openly with the rape epidemic.
But until the stigma on rape victims
has faded, the publication of these
people’s names should be seen as cruel
and an ineffective way of combating it.
This is an exception. But rape is an
exceptionally different crime.
Monica Campbell is a Daily staff writer.
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CHEMISTRY DEPT.: Seminar by
lake Pacansky, Ph.D., 4:30 p.m., DH
250, call 924-5000.
ASPB: A.S. Program Board presents
"Independent African States: the untold
story, ’ 7:00 p.m., ENG 189. everyone
welcome.
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOC.:
Banquet committee meeting. 6:30 p.m.,
S.U. Montalvo Room, call 924-2707.
ASIAN -AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Group meeting, 7:00 p.m.. S.U.
Costanoan Room, call 295-5360 or
286.6427.
ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES
POLITICAL ACTION
COALITION: Weekly meeting, 7:00
p.m., S.U. Pacheco Room, call 236-

2002.
VIETNAMESE STUDENT
ASSOC.: General meeting, 2 p.m.,
Council Chambers, call 270 1267.
STUDENT CALIFORNIA
TEACHERS ASSOC.: General
meeting, noon, SH 447, call 842-8583.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Support group for reentry students, noon, ADM 201, call
924-5913.
MARKETING CLUB: Interview
workshop, 3:00 p.m.. S.U. Costanoan
Room, call 924-1429.
CAREER PLANNING Fa
PLACEMENT: On -campus interview
orientation, 3:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room; Rock solid job opportunities in
Geology, 12:30 p.m., DB 306; Career
recorce center tour, 1:30 p.m.. BC 13,
call 924-6033.
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DELTA SIGMA THETA: Sorority
and Student Health Services sponsor
sickle cell anemia seminar, 10 a.m.,
S.U. Costanoan Room; Sickle cell
anemia testing, 11:00 a.m., S.U.
Costanoan Room, call 924-6117.
ART DEPT.: "Articulated
Disparities: Renegotiating
masculinity," exhibit curated by
Barbara DeGenevieve, through Oct. 10,
Art Dept. Gallery I. gallery open M -Tr
II a.m. to 4 p.m., call 924-4328.
STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICES: Free quit smoking
counseling & classes, on -going event,
call 924-6119.

Wavaw2,5
STUDENT HOMELESS
ALLIANCE: Teach -in, 6:00 p.m..
DIA111 226-B, call 335.7039

AKBAYAN CLUB: General
meeting, 2:30 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe
Room, call 283.0702.
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown
hag lunch; Planning for academic
success, noon, S.U. Montalvo Room,
call 924 5931.
A.L.E.R.T: African Leaders
Educating & Rising Together’s Movie
Night: "Five Heartbeats" and "Cooley
High," 6:00 p.m., EOP tutorial area,
call 279-3381.
STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICES: Free quit smoking
counseling & classes, on -going event.
call 924-6119.
CADRE INTERDISIPLINARY
STUDE.N’Ir ALLIANCE: First
meeting, 5:30 p.m., Art 241, call 2667654.
ART DEPT.: "Articulated
Disparities, Renegotiating
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masculinity." exhibit curated by
Barbara DeGenevieve, through Oct. 10,
Art Dept. Gallery I. gallery open M -Tr
11 a.m. to 4 p.m., call 924-4328.
ASPB: A.S. Program Board’s
Wednesday Night Cinema: "What
About Bob." 6:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.,
S.U. Ballroom, call 924-6261 or 9246263
LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY:
Business meeting, 6:00 p.m., S.U.
Guadalupe Room, call 356.9502.
CAREER PLANNING k
PLACEMENT: Interview
preparation, 5:30 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe
Room; Resume preparation. 12;30
p.m.. S.U. Costanoan Room, Career
Recorce Center tour, 1:30 p.m., Bell
call 924-6033.
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Support
Group for re-entry students, 2:00 p.m.,
ADM 201, call 924-5913

SPA R’FAN CROSS COUNTRY is
TRACK: Club general meeting. 7:30
p.m., S.U. Pacheco Room, call 6294070.
FANTASY/ STRATEGY CLUB:
D.M. search, "A.D.&D,""Paranoia"
and "S.F.B.," 5:30 p.m., S.U.
Costanoan Room, call 924-7097.
DELTA SIGMA THETA: Sorority
and Student Health Services sponsor
sickle cell anemia testing, 10:30 am.,
S.U. Almaden Room, call 924-6117.
MECKA: General meeting: study
skills and study group workshops, 6
pin.. Chicano Resource Center, WLN,
cABadil ype2Art uf g
Business
.
Professional
Assoc. meeting & starting
fall campaign, 6:30 p.m.. WLN 112,
call 268-6291.

SETTING UP Bogus abortion clinics run by

pro-life activists investigated
WASHINGTON (AP) Some
women looking for an abortion clinic are finding themselves subjected
to anti -abortion campaigns instead.
A congressional staff report says
as many as 2,000 "bogus clinics"
may be operating nationwide, using
deceptive practices to ensnare vulnerable women in an effort to halt or
delay their abortions.
The issue is one of deceptive
advertising, says Rep. Ron Wyden,
D-Orc., chairman of a House small
business subcommittee that is investigating the practice.
"Its about consumer fraud
misleading advertising," Wyden
said.
Wyden’s subcommittee on regulation, business opportunities and
energy scheduled a hearing today on
the practice, with testimony by
women who say they were victimized by bogus abortion clinic practices.
Women respond to Yellow Pages
ads or other types of advertising by
organizations purporting to offer
abortion services. But in fact those
so-called clinics seek to persuade the
woman not to terminate the pregnancy. Wyden said.
Lynn Benson Daily staff

Ron Wyden, 1) -Ore
Chairman House small business subcommittee

"These programs hold out that
they are health clinics, but when the
women get there, there arc no medical professionals," he said.
"A very strident, very aggressive
anti -abortion campaign is what they
get," he said in an interview
Thursday.
Wyden’s subcommittee staff estimated there may be as many 2,000
deceptively promoted facilities
nationwide, based on a survey ot
Yellow Pages directory listings in all
50 states and other surveys. A staff
investigator working undercover
sought abortion services from some
of the clinics.
"Abortion or abortion referral
services are neither given nor contemplated by the operator," the staff
report said. "Instead, these facilities
are by design venues for hard -sell

and often abusive anti -abortion
arguments and tactics aimed at
unsuspecting and vulnerable consumers."
Some Yellow Page publishers
require disclaimers stating the
advertisers will not provide abortion
services, but most directories do not,

photographer

Ta Chin, a freshman film major, and Thomas Almeida, a
freshman recreation major, put the finishing touches on
a door for the set of the Drama department’s upcoming
show "Noises Off." The two are working in the scene
shop for credit in their Drama 10 class.

OTHERS: pres sought
From Front Page
McCune, CSU’s former president
came out of retirement to act as
interim chancellor after Ann
Reynolds’ departure.
While the CSU system is having
its share of changes, the University
of California system is also facing
major presidential changes.
University of California at Berkeley
has a new president and University
of California at Santa Cruz has an
interim president while it looks for a

the staff found. In many cases, it
said, these bogus operators are listed
under the heading of "clinics," even
though no medical services are
available.
Wyden said ownership of the
bogus clinics often was difficult to
trace.
He said they did not appear to be
run by mainstream anti -abortion
groups, but rather by "extreme, far
reaches of the anti -abortion movement."
Lynn Taliento, subcommittee
staff investigator, said some of the
practices may be subject to prosecution under state consumer protection
statutes barring false advertising.

’A very strident, very aggressive antiabortion campaign is what they get’

more permanent leader.
Other California schools with
recent or upcoming presidential
changes include San Francisco City
College, Mills College and Stanford
University.
The committee to help select the
new president took a great deal of
criticism during Munitz.’s visit for
being mostly white. Munitz repeated
several times that when the committee was finalized, there would be
greater diversity.

Read CenterStage for
all the latest
weekend information
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An American Beer Hail
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Spartan Night at the Tied House!
Es er 1 uesday night is Spartan Night
at Tied House San Jose. Gourmet pizzas
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San Jose location only - 5 pm to 10 pm
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Associated Students Program Board
Presents Wednesday Nite Cinema
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Women’s golf team looks to repeat ’90-’91 success
Spartans were
national champs
last season
By Jason Rothman
Daily gaff *suer

Preparing to tee-off on their last
team practice before leaving for a
tournament in Vancouver, Wash.,
the five women on the SJSU
women’s golf team stare at the first
hole of the Almaden Country Club.
It’s a par five 477 -yard hole with
sand -traps lining the front of the
green like a moat around a castle.
The women step up to the tee area
and smack their first shots. All of
their drives travel over 235 yards.
All of the women land on the
green in three shots, seemingly
ignoring the sand-trap they just had
to shoot over. Four of them par the
first hole, and one birdies it.
They eat the course alive.
The SJSU women’s golf team is
coming off a national championship
year, and they are looking to repeat
the feat this year.
Four of the women on the team
are returning, and one is fresh out of
high school.
"There is a lot of competition at
this level," said Nicole Matrne, the
freshman on the team. "I was a big

lash in a little pond, and now I’m a
little fish in a bag pond."
As a little fish, she seems to be
growing fine. She hit the ball as
consistently as the other four
women, and she is a teammate with
four others that head coach Mark
Gale thinks all have a chance on the
Ladies
Professional
Golf
Association.
One player, junior Tracy Hansen
already tried her luck on the tour
this year. Over the summer she
entered LPGA tournaments with a
low amateur status. She entered the
U.S. Open golf tournament, and
although she didn’t place, she fin ishcd well for an amateur playing
with a bunch of pros who have been
golfing much longer than her.
Gale is not suprised by the success of the team, because he almost
expects it. In fact he recruits players
who will win national championships and he doesn’t stay in the
country to get the players he wants.
Two of the golfers are from other
countries. Lisa Walton is from
England, and Ninni Sterner is from
Sweden.
"We’ll be in the hunt for the
national championship ... that’s our
goal," Gale said. "It may sound a littie presumptuous, but knowing the
talent we have I can say that."
He attributes their success to the
players’ talent, and their aggressive
style of play. If a line of trees is

between them and the hole (which is
usually the case on golf courses),
most of the time they will shoot
over the trees instead of going
around them, and possibly adding
another shot.
The team members also know
when to use a light touch around the
greens. How a player plays around,
and on, the green is a bigger factor
than aggressive play.
"You can be aggressive and get
into trouble," Sterner said. "But, at
you think you can do it. then do it
When you are playing well you
want to be aggressive, but when you
are playing bad, you want to be conservative."
There is an old adage golfers use
around the links that says, "you
drive for show and putt for dough."
"Concentration is a major factor
of the game," Gale said. "If you are
having a good or a bad game, you
need to stay focused on the game."
"When you get into trouble, it’s
how well you get out of it that
shows concentration," Walton said.
"You have to think in the present
tense, the shot you are taking now,
and not what happened before."
The team not only plays well but
they get along also.
"There is good chemistry among
the team this year," Gale said. "I’ve
emphasized that college golf is a
team sport. It takes all five women
to win a national championship."

Barry Gutierrez Daily gaff photographer

Spartan Lisa Walton, right, tees off as head
coach Mark Gale, center, and teammate

Tracy Hanson follow the flight of the ball.
SJSU is the defending national champions.

Barbosa rushes for 182 yards, earns
Big West Player of the Week honors
Ity Anne Douquet
Daily staff wnter

Imagine being pounded by
14,000 pounds of human flesh in
roughly a three hour time span.
This averages out to approximately 1.75 245 -pound human
bodies hurling themselves at you
every time you touch the football.
To put this into perspective,
this is like being hit by the combined weight of seven Jeep
Wranglers.
This scenario is all too familiar
to senior tailback Macco Barbosa,
who was named by the Big West
Conference this week Offensive
Player of the Week.
In 42 carries for 184 yards and
two receptions for 27 yards
against Long Beach State, Barbosa
racked up impressive statistics in
the Spartans conference opener
Saturday.
Granted, Long Beach State
does have a particularly large

SJSU tailback Maceo Barbosa
defensive team for the Big West,
averaging 245 pounds each, but
Barbosa withstands abusive
pounding similar to this on a
weekly basis.
In the Spartans’ 32-20 victory
over the 49ers. Barbosa elevated
his overall ranking for total rushing in the Big West to fifth.
In his 42 rushes, Barbosa is
averaging 3.9 yards per carry and

also scampered for two touchdowns for SJSU.
Barbosa who is 5 feet 10 and
weighs 199 pounds was second on
the Spartan squad last season with
194 yards and one touchdown.
Last season Barbosa was the
heir apparent to former SJSU tailback Sheldon CanIcy. Barbosa’s
goal of stepping into Canley’s
shoes may have begun to materialize with last week’s performance
against Long Beach State.
Early in the season, doubts surfaced concerning the tailback position for the Spartans.
Barbosa’s performance was
sub-par in both the Florida game
and the Minnesota game.
The Spartans’ worries about a
lack of depth in the tailback slot
may have been calmed after last
weeks game and Barbosa’s
impressive statistics.
SJSU wants a dominant tailback and they seem to have found
that tailback in Barbosa.

Former Twins executive named Rockies’ G.M.
!tarry Gutierrez

Daily staff photographer

Spartan forward Scott Wiebe gets past Titan midfielder Matt Schultz in Sunday’s action

Titans’ second-half comeback
beats SJSU in Big West opener
Fullerton’s Haro
kills Spartans,
scores five goals
Michael Monaghan
Daily staff writer

A blue -clad athlete darted past
his opponents to kick the ball for a
another point. And another, and yet
another.
Such was the case when the
Spartans lost to the Cal State
Fullerton Titans 7-3 Sunday afternoon. Despite their lead toward the
beginning of the second half, the
Spartans couldn’t repel the assault
launched by the Titans. Titan forward Raul Haro personally scored
five goals against the Spartans,
which is unprecedented for him,
according to Titan head coach Al
Mistri.
Spartan forward Scott Weibe
scored first against the Titans, assisted by midfielder Harrison Stewart.
Within minutes the game turned to

the Spartans’ favor by a score from
forward Tom Bedinotti, with an
assist by Matthew Ball. With only
three minutes to go, the Spartans’
victory seemed assured. The score
was now 2-1, and the two teams had
played each other to a stand-still.
However, Haro again scored,
forcing the tied game into overtime.
Early in the overtime, Haro
scored again with an assist by forward Ricky Rodriguez.
Spartan
midfielder Greg
Schwager quickly responded with
his own score against the Titans, but
it would be the last one against
them. Schwager later suffered a kick
to the face and a bloody nose in
defense of the Spartans’ goal area,
forcing him off the field for a time.
Midfielder Spencer Belideau suffered an injured ankle and midfielder Matthew Ball received a bruised
foot.
A contributing factor to the
Spartans’, 7-3 defeat was its goalie,
or rather, its lack of one. Goalkeeper
Chris Hightower, who played the
position almost the entire game, was
ejected from the game after men, -

Read the Daily, recycle it too.

$ FREE MONEY$
For college students
up to $20,000 dollars a year
in Grants
No payback -No one refused
1-800-444-7016

ing several warnings from referees
for his conduct on the field. His
replacement, Ed Bedinotti, was
unsuccessful in blocking the last
four goals.
The game was San Jose State’s
first in the Big West Conference this
year. Its overall record before the
game was 3-2, compared to Cal
State Fullerton’s 3-4 overall record,
and a 1-0 record in the conference.
The Spartans’ next home game
will be Friday, when they host UC
Irvine. The Spartans play the Titans
again at Cal State Fullerton on Oct.
13.

DENVER (AP) Bob Gebhard,
a Minnesota Twins executive, was
named general manager of the
Colorado Rockies Monday while
John McHale Jr., a Denver attorney,
was named to the business side of
the new National League franchise.
"Bob is probably one of the most
prized prospects in baseball today,"
said Steve Erhart, Rockies president
and chief operating officer.
"John Mc Hale and Bob Gebhard
provide two of the best baseball
minds who have been involved with

several of the most successful Major
League franchises."
In other appointments announced
Monday, the Rockies said Bernie
Mullen, formerly Pittsburgh Pirates
vice president of business operations, will take a similar position
with the Colorado team and Dave
Peeler, currently director of public
affairs at Exxon, to senior vice president of public affairs.

THE RESUME MAKER
Professional Hesu rin.)
Services

IAISI

$500...S1000-31500

FOOLPROOF
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!pam
’or your trat.r,,!,
other car.
;irwation
Absolutely no investment required!
CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50

An in
fraternity is
offering a unique opportunity
to a chosen few!

Be a part of Phi Sigma kappa!
Through our Cardinal Principles to Promote Brotherhood .

to Stimulate Scholarship
to Develop Character
we want you to be the best scholar you call be, a good
citizen of the community and a good brother. We
want to be a part of your future!
Look for us on the San Jose State campus!
For more information, contact
Dir. of Expansion Lou Redenbaugh: 408/298-3500

(408)263-0424
Quality & Inexpensive
Rainbow Products &
Services
Available evenings and weekends

Bus. Lie #12644

Gebhard has been the assistant to
Twins general manager Andy
MacPhail since 1986.
He has been in charge of the
Twins’ advance scouting as they
prepare for the AL playoffs and the
World Series.
Published reports have said
(Mallard would not join the Rockies
organization until the Twins finish
the season.

ATTENTION
BUSINESS/
MARKETING
MAJORS
Need a challenge?
Lam

up to $25001 term managing
credit card promotions on campus
flexible hours

all 1-800-950-8472 ext.25

Free Sickle Cell Anemia Testing
At
San Jose State University
September 24-26, 1991
September is National Sickle Cell Anemia Awarene,,
Month. Sickle Cell Anemia is an inherited disorder of red
blood cells. It is found in ethnic groups originating from
‘;outhern Italy and Sicily, Greece, Turkey, India, Cuba, Puerto
Rico, Spain, and other areas in Southern Europe. The trait is
tound in 1 in 10 of African Americans, 1 in 190 of Hispanics
and 1 in 200 of the Caucasian population.
In recognition of the month, FREE Sickle Cell Anemia
testing and counseling will be offered at the Student Union
on :
Tuesday, Sept. 24th. 10 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. -- Costonoan Room
Wednesday, Sept. 25, 10:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. -- Almaden Room
Thursday, Sept. 26, 10:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Costonoan Room
Testing is sponsored by the Delta Sigma theta Sorority, Inc. Eta
omega Chapter--Student Health Services, Santa Clara County Health
1 )(pt., and Sickle Cell Anemia, Disease and Research Foundation of
the bay Area. For more information, contact Oscar Battle, Jr. at Student
lealth Services, Health Education Department at:
(408) 924-6117 Room 210
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The Mighty Lemon Drops a sour note with crowd
Three bands make
attempt to rock
One Step Beyond
but proves fruitless
By Sandy Iley nen
I holy staff writer

Three bands showed up to support The
Mighty Lemon Drops; it was the audience
that wasn’t there.
The Mighty Lemon Drops headed the
four band line up, which included Sister
Double Happiness. Veil of Ashes and
Four Penny Opera, at One Step Beyond in
Santa Clara Friday night. The "Drops" put
on a good show, unfortunately not too
many people stuck around to see the band
get on stage. By the time it played the last
set, well after midnight, most of the audience had disappeared.
The few that did stick around gathered
near the stage for the show, but it wasn’t
enough to produce the feeling of a concert. The volume was up however. The
chandeliers, which hung from the high
ceilings, were swaying throughout the
concert.
The "Drops" have a record of putting

"Laughter" album the "Drops" joined up
with The Ocean Blue and John Wesley
Harding. For the current "Sound" tour the
"Drops" teamed up with a new band
Sister Double Happiness.
High-energy sound
Sister Double Happiness, a local band
of San Francisco. preceded The
out
The songs played had a high-energy
sound and got the audience moving. But Lemon Drops on stage Friday night. The
as the band took beer breaks between sets, hand, whose sound is reminiscent of the
the crowd mellowed noticeably and it was Clash, had the best audience turnout and
like pushing elephants up hill to get it reaction all night.
Sister Double Happiness is a bit out of
livened up again.
The two pieces it takes to make a con- the ordinary. The drummer is the only
cert entertaining is a pumped audience woman in an all -male band, and the lead
and an energetic band. On Friday night singer fits more as a Hell’s Angels motorthere wasn’t a working relationship cycle member than he does being on stage
but he had a great voice and range.
between the band and (what was left of)
the audience. The energy that usually The band not only performed some solid,
flows back and forth between the two was fast, rock numbers but some slower semi romantic ones as well.
non-existent.
The drummer could rival most males.
She wasn’t just a good drummer but a
Band promotes new album
good performer as well. Most of the enerThe Mighty Lemon Drops, a relatively gy came straight from her drum set as her
new band introduced to the United States arms flew over it.
Sister Double Happiness’ upcoming
from England, has been together for six
years. The band’s current tour is to pro- concert dates at One Step Beyond have
been cancelled so they can go on tour
mote "Sound," their fourth album.
Most of the music was new hut there with The Mighty Lemon Drops.
If these bands come back to the area
were a few recognizable older songs such
as "Fall Down (Like The Rain)" and they are definitely worth seeing. They are
compliments to each other and Lead singer, Paul Marsh of the Mighty
excellent
"Inside out"
In the 1990 tour promoting the both have great music.
Lemon Drops rocks out at One Step
together good concerts but Friday’s performance was a disappoinunent.The band
wasn’t as energetic as it could have been.

WORLD EVENTS

0 Iraqis take nuclear
documents from
detained U.N. team
UNITED NATIONS (AP) Iraqi soldiers detained U.N. officials for more than
12 hours in a Baghdad building Monday,
then forcibly confiscated documents that
apparently show Iraq has been developing
nuclear weapons.
The inspectors found the papers in a
surprise search several hours before the
U.N. Security Council met to discuss Iraqi
obstructions to U.N. searches for hidden
weapons and production facilities.
The inspectors hauled seven carloads of
papers front an Iraqi government building,
but authorities stopped the team, held its
members for 12 hours and "forcibly"

seized the data, officials said.
Rolf Ekeus, head of the
U.N. special commission in
charge of finding and demolishing Iraq’s weapons of mass
destruction, said that before
their detention the inspectors
had copied some of the key
documents with their own
portable copying machines.
The confrontation appeared
likely to lead the Security
Council to accept President
Bush’s offer to provide troops
to guard the inspectors and
warplanes to escort U.N. helicopter searches. No formal council meeting was immediately scheduled.
Before the incident, diplomats said that
Baghdad’s response Sunday to U.N.
demands for unrestricted weapons searches
was inadequate and that U.N. surveillance
flights backed by allied warplanes could
come as early as this week.

@ Kidnappers to release
Mann in 48 hours
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) A pro.
Iranian kidnapping faction said early
Tuesday that it would release British
hostage Jack Mann within 48 hours.
A handwritten communique from the
Revolutionary Justice Organization said its

FOR SALE
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"MR. SLUE GREEN" has current
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Viktor In SH 111 or mite, Pen 196,
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NANNY HELP NEEDED In Los Gatos
home with two children ages 3 1/2
and 1 1/2 Weekday chlkl care with
light housekeeping curing flexible
hours. Room, board and negotiable
salary. Call Carafe or Ed 5106564277 eyes. or 406.7484403 clays

TOMORROW Cooler,

decision to free Mann was a result of
"immense efforts" by U.N. Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar.
"Tough negotiations occurred in which
the United Nations and its delegate displayed a high degree of diplomatic finess
that led to renewed progress and solving
the difficult problems toward attaining satisfactory and convincing results," the statement said.
"We declare to the secretary-genaral that
his adoption of useful methods has produced results and his tireless efforts have
bore fruits. We shall release within 48
hours British hostage, pilot Jack Mann,"
the statement said.
Mann was kidnapped in west Beirut on
May 12,1989.

0 Army, Croat militias
battle despite cease-fire
ZAGREB, Yugoslavia (AP)
As federal troops and Croatian militias tested a
day -old cease-fire with gunbatdes Monday,
officials said neighboring Serbia was pressing for an agreement allowing it to incorporate key sections of Croatia.
News reports spoke of fierce fighting
around the central Croatian towns of Nova
Gradiska and Okucani, with intense tank
and mortar shelling of Vukovar, a Croatian
town on the Serbian border.
The Yugoslav news agency Tanjug said

TODAY
Sunny by mid-morning, high of 86.
light winds, low clouds at night. Daytime high of 84.

Monday night that the fighting seemed to
be ebbing, except for sporadic clashes in
the eastern region of Slavonia, where Serb
insurgents have fought Croatian militias
since the republic declared independence
June 25.
"Croatia has shown its teeth, and a completely new relation of forces has been
established," said Croatian President
Franjo Tudjman’s top adviser, Mario
Nobilo, explaining why he thought the
truce would hold.
"The only language that (Serbian
President) Slobodan Milosevic can understand is the language of force, and we have
now shown that will no longer be effective," Nobilo said.
The federal army may soon pull back
from the fighting and settle into Serb-held
parts of Croatia where the population "recognizes it as its own," said Borisav Jovic,
Serbia’s man on the eight-member federal
presidency.
A Western diplomat, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said Serbia seeks an
urgent meeting among Yugoslav leaders to
approve the partial army withdrawal.
He said Serbia would ask at the meeting
that Croatia be permitted to secede from
Yugoslavia, but without territories now
held by the Serbs. That would achieve
Milosevic’s aim of expanding Serbian territory before agreeing to Croatian independence.
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international modeling agency
seeking M / F for fashion. print and
V commercial watt. For free twat.
uation Call 3746090
POSTAL
101115
AVAILABLE’
Many posniOnt Griot benelta. Call
805 6827555 Est P3310.
Ill FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your fraternity, sorority, or other
campus group can earn between
11500S1000 in leas then 7days
VCR, per absolutely nothing
Call 18007352077 Est 3

FUN BABYSITTER wanted for my
two Children, ages 2 & 4 In my
home 10 minutes from school
Approximately 1015 hrs per win.
Including Tues & Thurs. 800 am.
1 00 pm (with flexibility) $400
an hr Pis call Suzame 9765423
POP SYSTEMS has job openings
In high-tech computer industry
Excellent pooh:sky for graeluating
or
any
majors,
marketing
Call
senior
graduating
(408) 944-0301 for interest In a
full-time or part time account
executive position open
MN THE CREW at the Rusty Scup
per! ApPiCationts accepted 1,41
2 30-500 1235 Oartmead Pkwy,
Sunnyvale, 2452911 Conveniently
located off Hwy 101 & lovrence
E Now Sam you sooni
BDINIGAMS IN SANTA CLARA is
now hiring run. friendly, people for
parttime weltstaff posItIons.
APPItTiclns sccePted Mon Fri
2-4 pm 4150 Creel America Pkwy,
Sant Clara 14061 748.0378
Better Money!
Better Fun!
Better Hurry!
REC/P.L OR CHILD DCV/ED
MAJORS! Small World Schools Is
hiring teachers and substitutes for
our 9 preschool (642 units ECE
preferred) end 12 school-age
(rae/PE units o k I programs We
him both fulItime and part-time
positions Flexible Pours available
Ow centers we open lam to 6 pm
Experience preferred but not
required Call 257 7326
START $7 -11.00 PER HOUR
Day Swing. Greve snits Fl/F1
Weekly pay
SecuritY/ReCePtion/High tech
benefits
E
Credit unkin Medical Insurance
No Experience Required
Immediate Interviews
Apply lam 5pm, Mon Fri
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd Santa Cies
(billhv San Torn*, tap / Olcott)

mown

COUNSELOR/DMECT CARE stiff
needed at ascii residential facia
ties for young adults & adolescents
yylth autism & related disabilities
Full here and parttime positions
available Start 8600 1625 an
hour Call 408 4463953

NEWS

QUIZ

Five correct -- news stud.
Three to four
reads USA
Today. One to two Where
have you been?
O What was the main concern that
groups on campus expressed at an open
forum with CSU Chancellor Barry
Munitz on Friday?
0 Which two African countries are dis
cussing a large game reserve?
0 Who killed five inmates at a Montana
prison Sunday?
O How much oil gushed into Alaska’s
Prince William Sound from the Exxon
tanker accident of March 1989?
0 Which Berkeley restaurant found a
protest outside its doors on Sunday?
Bonus: Why were the 100 people
protesting this restaurant?
ANSWERS: 0 The SJSU ptesadenual selection
comintuee is all white and mostly male 0 South
Africa and Moeawb,que 0 Appirenly. they were
idiot by other Inmates 0 Nmrly II mullion gallons
Bette’s Ocean View Omer Bonus A pmron
was told not to mad ’Playboy’ at the resuurant

e

Edited hy Corey Trestdder
Spartan Daily Assistant Nevis Editor

FAx: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

Eke ins Natal,* environment
6 EE anis required
Cali Monica 162-3740

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE Asst PT.
MF 16 pm Xlnt phone. organ
’ration skills LI typing & flIng
w/P cop rep 561/hr 2953939

photographer

SSU WEATHER:

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNSEMENTS

Barry Gutierrez Daily staff

Beyond in Santa Clara Friday night.
Marcus Williams (left) plays bass.

TEACHER OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION & Motor Development for chit
draft. 2 tot? years E &variance
and car required Gyrosters. Inc.
14081 996-8955

COMPUTERMATE, low cost dating
service FREE brochure. PO Box
612112. Si. CA 951612112
’8004239199 ’Agents Wanted’

HOUSING

ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE, a
monthly
publication
serving
ROOMMATE
WANTED.
Rent entrepreneurs Mtn adv. &
times
$212.50 2 becl / 2 bath share Sample COP/ Sao year $11 PO Box
room 148 E Williams, Gateway 7010. Van Nuys, CA 914067010
9714708
Apts Contact Ben

long

2 BORM.-2 SATH - Free cable,
secured parking. peel Ideal for 4
students Pool table & pingpong
4th Si William 947-0803
FEMALE GRAD STUDENT seeks
roommate to share large 2br/2ba
apt In Santa Clara Full fitness
center. pool, etc 1.530/mo Call
Lauri 2434490
2 BDRM / 2 BATH APT. $770820 a fro di 1 Eldrrn/1 bath apt .
$600 a ma 12 rno lease Walk or
rlde bike to school 7805 11th
street laundry facillties. security
bldg , cable IV wait Remodeled,
rem clean Call mgr 2889157
AVAILABLE OCT. 1.. 2 bedroom.
1 bats Modern appliances. Royal
Apts 9th &
9710869

mil.,

LIKE NEW 1 BR APTS. Bright
& airy with AEK, OW, AC Gated
parking. Intercom laundry Two
roommates 0 K Rent $685$850
Also rent monthly parking only
Quiet. nice for staff
1 block from campus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER 2974705
ROOM FOR RENT $300 1/2
util 2 bd/2 be apt Wait to school
Avail now Cali Karl 794-0471
2 BORM.-2 BATH
Free cable.
secured Deming quiet. Ideal for 4
students Pool table & pingpong
4th & William
947-0803

LOST & FOUND

SERVICES
50% DISCOUNT en all
PERMANENT COSMETICS
Enhance your natural beauty’.
Eye liner Eyebrows Lips Cheeks
Small scars blended
1215.91
Call Trish at 408 379 3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
821E Campbell Ave 017
Campbell CA 95008

try

BANE ET ALLI PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL Stop shaving waxing
tweezirygo using chemicals let
us permanently remove your
unwanted hair Back Chest. Lip,
Chin. Tummy, etc Students
& faculty 15% discount 1st coot
1/2 price If made before December
25M Heir Today Gone Tomorrow
621.5 Campbell Ave 817 Camp
bell. Call 408 37935(5)
Gwen, Trish or Maritce.
Registered Electrologists
LEARN TO F111
All level,. private through
commercial Special 1 hour,
introductory flight for $35 00 Call
Tim at (408) 7233146 for details
REPOSSESSED & IRS Foreclosed
horms available at below market
value Fantastic savings’ You
repair Also S&L baikin prow
Ties Call 805 681 7555
Ext. II-1513
WHEN THE BEST IS AU.
YOU NEED
Word processing laser output
SI 90 pp and up 2544565
Silicon Valley Word Processing
Bar ryeess/Evergreen

woman+. Resamteu

LOST BLACK GUCCI WALLET.
Meese return all ID cards to
Sornouy. 466 Boynton Ave irC4
San lose Or call 261 9337
REWARD Is reedy for you

’RAVEL

PERSONA1

SERVICES.
All subjects Paper, thesis develop
’mint assistance Qualified writ
Editing Resumes
VilOrk
ReasonM)Ity
Berkeley 14151841 5036

guaranteed

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester. year,
graduate, summer. end IMerhylip
programs in Perth, Townsvilie.
Sydney. and Melbourne
Programs starlet $3520
Call 18008783696
FREE TRAVEL Air callers and
Cfulsesnies Students eiso need
ed Christmas. Spring and Summer
for Amusement Park empioymen"
Call 805 682-7555 Est F1661

INDROPROCLISAG
EXPERIENCED WORD Processors
familiar witr Ai% ’Turabia^
formats Sconce and Engiish
Parlors our specialty Free spell
check/storage Lowcost editing
and graphics Resumes and other
wvices avallabie
Masterson’s Word Processing
Cali Paul Of Virginia. 2510449
Friendly
WORD PROCESSINO
home typist using Word Perfect iS
Laser printer Near Bolinger, & Os
Anze Blvd 12 years legal mows
rime Suzanne 446 5658

word

CALL MARCIA 2869448 ’or
sett+ Word Pe, rett 5 1

processing

Specialize editing
end HP Laser
g , grammar. sentence structure.
formatting (API, Turabian MIA.
Can also edn your 51/4 cl,six in WP
5 0/5 1 or ASCII Assistance wth
all Maws of thesis, term paper &
resume preparation ESL students
welcome Willow Glen area
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing. Term papers
Theses. Graduate Work. Alt,
Turabian Desktop Publishing
Graz/sic Design & layout
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRGIll0 INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oakridge Mall 2246395
TYPING 8 WORDPROCESSING
$2 PER PAGE
EILEEN 1261459
A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gets the best grode
Good seeing and grammar
also POP let this
English teacher assist
you in lfhprOvIng your

G PA Foreign students
welcome Call Barbara
et WRITE/TYPE14081 1957438
AAAHI EXPERIENCED TYPIST.
Let me do the tyrairtg"
Resumes. term papers theses
etc Grad & undergrad Available
days (eves at weekends by spat I
IBM Corny / laser printer
Cal. Anna 9714992
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing, Term papers
reports, group Pees’s, resumes,
letters theses. iaserprinter,
etc An formats pus AIM,
Soencheck, punctuation/ grammar
assistance All woo, guaranteed’
Call PAM 247 1681, liaro fharn
for worry free prolessionai
dependable service
ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION!
CALL EDP SERVICES’
Reports API Tumbler,,
resumes. letters & more
Postscript Laserjet
Afferdable, accurate, at fast,
Hours 8 30 am 7 00 cc-,
Call Evelyn 27043014
CAU. LINDA TODAY
for experienced. Professional
wordprocessing Theses, term
Plows, group Protects. etc
All formats including API
Quick return Transcription services available Almaden / Bran
ham area Phone 1644504
QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Term papers, these!. resumes.
Otters. reports All formats
Steno septet Pick up and delivery
for large jobs 20 years
experience MA in English
Call Margaret.
8 arn to 8 pm at 2518775
TWO ’BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
nen to Chirra km’ s
TYPING WORDPROCESSING
51 50$? 00 page
klarCint0Sh laser print
Notes, papers letters
flyers, resumes, etc Free editing
Ooremann Business Center
325 S 1st St 1st Fl 2810700

Advertise in
the Daily
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PARK PLAZA

MARKET

San Jose’s Best
Kept Secret...15e/c
off for SJSU
Students

1ST

IFAIRMONTI

2ND

PAVI ION
SHOPS

311D

Prime Rib
Lobster
Steaks
Chicken
Seafood
Pasta

1

8

5

3

1

ATM

I

Tad Williams Author of
"Stone of Farewell"

8
E

2

i

AUTOGRAPH PARTY

Ii

a

Sunday Oct. 20, 1991

a

a

la
SIN

Sri’. CI RILL,

6111

195 E. Taylor St.( between 2nd & 3rd) San Jose
Corner of N. 5th & E. Taylor
408097196820

71/1

Open 5 Days Hours: Mon. 11:30-6; Thos. -Fri. 11:30-11

8TH
gm

I

SJSIJ

I
I

I

I

_I

I

- Specializing in
Science Fiction
Fantasy

7

ARecycle
Book Store

10Th

DOO IT IN* THE
IC0 A VI It< I

1. SJ Downtown Association
2. Discount Photo
3. Kinko’s
4. Recycled Books
5. Sandwiched In
6. Mary Kay
7. Spartan Bike’s
8. Taylors Bar &
(between 2nd & 3rd streets)

SAVE ON KODAK FILM!
* T-Max TMY 135-36
$3.97
$6.61
* Ektachrome 1(X) EC135-36
$5.04
* NEW! Ektar100 (’X135-36
(Ad must accompany purchase) EXP. OCT 7

Mon -Thur 1 Oarn - 9prn
Fri & Sat 10am - lOpm
Sun 12pm - 8pm
138 E. Santa Clara (near4th )

PeogAspiy;
NIKodak

InSCOUNT PHOTO SUPPLY
Open Daily 4-5:30 Saturday 10-2 451 S. 4th st. 408-275-9449

SI=01X vt-rdaINI

1LJ

erPA
SAN JOSE

ovitiDAER’S cflpe

COME JOIN US FOR BREAKFAST ALL DAY

I

10% Discount with Student I.D.
Open 7 Days a VVeek
Monday-Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-5pm

CAPITAL OF SILICON VALLEY

C)

1-

$1

%.Z.A#40141~0141,11r;’
SANDWICHED IN

OFF

$1 OFF

With a purchase of any sandwich, chips,
and med. size soft drink
Across from D.M.H. 221 E. San Fernando
Open Daily M I 6 G 30 gpiii, F ri 6 30 3:30pin
Exp 10/30/91 (one coupon per visit)
Not valid with any other offers

S.JSU’s

Bicycling Headquarters

Tune Up Special $25.00
10% off parts & accessories
with this coupon, labor excluded.

Hours:
MWF 11-7

TTH

11-8

SAT

10-6

e,./16.0

NN BIC Yez4.

18-B S. 8th (near Santa Clara St)
(408) 293-7925
9/311/./ 1

l41.1141,

PAll

DOMOWN TRIVIA
San Jose
State University
Founded in 1857, San
Jose State University is
the oldest public
institution of higher
education on the Pacific
Coast and is currently
the major provider of
human capital to the
Silicon Valley. More
than 30,000 student:,
now study 76
undergraduate and 62
graduate-level
programs. It was also
the first established
Califormia State
University. Call (408)924-1000 for further
information

990 COLOR COPIES

286-6275

2 f
140 East San Carlos St. I
San Jose
2923-F1 LEX

r

cirsicD

Buy any 1 Cappuccino
& Get a 2nd of Equal or Lesser Value
With This Coupon

FREE

rhillf11,(1 with 011,1),

.J

Downtown Events
September 26
5-7:30 p.m.

OFFICE GAMES AND CONCERT

Watch corporate teams challenge their agility and skills in activities like an
executive chair race, a briefcase relay and Memo toss in the first Office
( ;antes competition in Plaza Park. Plus, hear the California Cowboys in
concert and top the evening off with ice cold beer, wine and sonic
downtown cuisine. Sponsored by The San Jose Downtown Association, Tlw
Business journal, and KSAN Radio.

October 5

SOLAR CITY FAIR

9-5p.m.
A presentation by the Northern California Solar Energy Association

COMPLIMENTARY
MAKEOVER

As many
COWS

as you want
990 Color Copies
Regularly $2.50
One coupon per customer.
Not valid with any other offer and only at this

Expires 10/15/91

location

kinkoffs

I earn how to translate
color into your own
personal sense of style.1 he
Colortogic" Clamour
System from Mary Kay is a
unique, personalized
approach to selecting your
most flattering glamour
shades based on your skin
tone, hair color, makeup
preferences, wardrobe
choices and lifestyle. Call
today for a free consultation.

the copy center

4:1_ MA Ry KAY

WE’VE. MOVE: E-)

Jessica Muzac

E. San Carlos (Across from McDonald’s) 295-4336
-J
L.?3

FACf

FACf Bf AUTY ADVIr

independent Reality ( onsoltant

286-1315

featuring live music powered by the sun a parade of electric and solar
vehicles, energy exhibits, professional workshops, children’s games and
activities all in Plaza Park. For more information, call 277-5533.

SAN JOSE DOWNTOWN ASSOCIATION
FALL ’91 MONEY SAVER
Our Fall coupon book is packed with great savings
at downtown businesses including restaurants, nail
care, clothes, music automobile services and much
more. For your free copy, call the San Jose
Downtown Association today at 279-1775.
,/......0 \....\i’fr
)
Call the San Jose Downtown Afianoriation’it 24-hour
FYI line or upcoming eventa at 295-2265, ext. #483.
For a free 1991 Downtown Directory call 279-1775.

SANAA:. INAMIWN

ASMARA

